[Application of statistical simulation spectrophotometry to the determination of four medicaments in feibaosanxiao tablets].
The steps of statistical simulation spectrophotometry are to build a model based on a collection of limited but sufficient data from simulation samples to reveal the real absorbance-concentration relationship of the real sample and provide concentrated data of the individual components of the real sample measured by its absorbance data at several sensitive wavelengths. In this article, the method of stepwise regression has been used for building absorbance-concentration model of Feibaosanxiao tablets, a compound formulation of multimedicaments, and uniform design, for experimental design and recovery test. Recoveries of the four medicaments, acetaminophen, phenytoin sodium, theophylline and caffeine were 99.6%, 97.4%, 100.7% and 100.7% with RSD 0.3%, 1.9%, 1.3% and 1.3% respectively (n = 14).